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A brief primer: Air pollution is a complex mixture of gases and
particles derived from both human activity (transport, industry etc) and
natural sources (windblown dust, sea-salt spray and volatile organic
compound emissions from plants). It includes solid and liquid particles
(referred to as particulate matter - PM) suspended in the air, that by
convention are described based on their aerodynamic diameter, as
being on average less than 2.5 μm in diameter (PM2.5), less than 10 μm
(PM10), or less than 100 nm (referred to as ultrafines in the air pollution
literature, also nanoparticles). These particle ‘fractions’ are composi-
tionally heterogeneous with marked variation between different regions
and across time (both throughout the day, as well as over longer time
periods, reflecting changes in emission sources) and yet in the literature
most publications addressing their adverse effects on health treat them
as a uniform entity, adequately summarised as a mass concentration
within the air – μm/m3. This reflects the fact that the field has been in
large part driven by epidemiological observations linking both long and
short-term exposures to air pollutants, to an ever-increasing list of non-
communicable diseases at the population level. As particle mass con-
centration was the metric routinely measured, predominately PM2.5 in
the USA and PM10 in Europe, these were the environmental data linked
to health records.

Initially the focus was on cardiovascular and respiratory health,
using endpoints ranging from a worsening of symptoms, utilisation of
health care to early deaths, but as the field has evolved more physio-
logic endpoints have increasingly been studied, demonstrating that air
pollution not only exacerbates end stage disease, but also is involved in
their pathogenesis and clinical progression. For example, as covered by
the review of Miller in the current issue [1], long-term exposure to
ambient PM2.5 has been shown to be robustly associated with an in-
creased risk of premature death from cardiovascular causes (myocardial
infarction, heart failure, stroke etc), but it has also been shown to be
positively associated with established risk factors for cardiovascular
disease: vascular endothelial dysfunction [2], hypercholesterolemia
[3], hyperglycaemia [4], arrhythmias [5], atherosclerosis [6], hy-
percoagulability [7], and systemic inflammation [8]. The very fact that
the long-term effects of living in areas of high pollution have larger
effects on health than short term day-to-day variations in concentra-
tions and pollution episodes underscores the fact that air pollution isn't

simply the final coup de grâce hastening the deaths of the aged and
vulnerable, it also contributes to the development of disease and the
pool of vulnerable individuals within the population.

The impacts globally are significant. The WHO estimates that 9 out
of 10 of the world population live in areas failing to meet its health-
based guideline for ambient PM2.5 (an annual average of 10 μg/m3) [9],
and recent evidence has suggested significant health impacts could
extend below this concentration [10–12]. In addition, many people
breathe unhealthy levels of particulate pollution in their homes, re-
flecting exposures to smoke from biomass burning and second-hand
tobacco smoke. Combined the global burden of disease from both in-
door and outdoor air pollution has been estimated to have contributed
to 4,900,000 premature deaths and a total of 147,000,000 disability
adjusted life years worldwide in 2017 [13]. Ambient air pollution
therefore remains the number one environmental cause of premature
mortality and morbidity world-wide. In terms of the breakdown of
deaths related to ambient PM2.5 by cause, 48.% were attributable to
cardiovascular causes (ischaemic heart disease and stroke), 9.0% can-
cers of the respiratory system and 36.2% to respiratory infections and
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. To place these numbers into
context, this annual global loss of life is greater than that associated
with parasitic and vector borne disease, HIV infection, cigarette
smoking and all forms of violence [14]. These numbers and the ranking
of ambient and indoor air pollution combined as having an impact
greater than cigarette smoking, can seem counter intuitive; clearly
pollution in the air we breathe can't possibly be worse than the noxious
cocktail of gases and particles inhaled by a smoker. On an individual
level this is true, but not everyone smokes, so the risk is by and large
restricted to smokers themselves, whereas we all breathe, and so whilst
the risk of air pollution is clearly less, it is experienced to some extent
by the entire global population. That population level multiplier mat-
ters in terms of the health statistics and ultimately the enormous eco-
nomic costs attributed to poor air quality.

More than just particle mass: Following the initial observations
from the seminal six cities study that both long and short-term ex-
posures to relatively low levels of PM2.5 were associated with an in-
creased risk of early death, predominantly from cardiopulmonary
causes [15], a large number of papers have been published globally
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supporting this initial finding and extending the list of associated dis-
eases to cancer [16], diabetes [17], dementia [18], diseases of the
gastrointestinal tract (as reviewed by Feng at al in the current issue
[19]), as well as poor birth outcomes [20] and developmental trajec-
tories in children [21]. Whilst overall these associations are consistent
across numerous studies, considerable heterogeneity in the effect size
estimate exists in the literature, even where data sets have been ana-
lysed using similar methods [22–24]. Apart from random variation and

differences across study populations, such discrepancies may originate
from the use of imperfect indicators of exposure – generally these stu-
dies either rely on relatively sparse monitoring data, or models that are
at best crude approximations of an individual's exposures. But perhaps,
more importantly from a mechanistic perspective, the routine use of
ambient PM mass concentration in epidemiological studies ignores
sources and constituents, and therefore the biological activity of par-
ticles, providing little insight into the causal pathways linking the

Fig. 1. Hierarchical response model illustrating the proposed sequential stages of response to pollutant-induced oxidative stress at the air-lung interface.
In this model as the burden of pollution increases the introduction of pro-oxidants and antigens associated with inhaled particles results at oxidative stress, first
depleting the endogenous extra and intracellular antioxidant defences, before inducing cellular adaptation by the induction of cytoprotective genes (here illustrated
via the induction of NrF2). If these responses are overwhelmed then the model posits that the response transitions to a more damaging inflammatory stage (illustrated
via the induction of NFΚB), inducing a second wave of ROS production, reinforcing the oxidative stress within the tissue and driving air way cells towards regulated
and unregulated death pathways. Endogenous factors likely to contribute to an increased vulnerability to air pollution induced injury are illustrated.
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complex chemistry of the air we breathe to disease aetiology, pro-
gression and exacerbation. Some studies have attempted to examine
adverse health outcomes against PM components, usually in short term
time series studies that examine the relationship between daily varia-
tion in constituent concentrations, to daily deaths, or hospital admis-
sions, but these studies remain relatively infrequent in the literature
[25–27]. Overall these studies often highlight components associated
with combustion processes [25] and road traffic [26,27], even though
these often reflect a small proportion of the overall mass. However,
even the focus on ambient or indoor particulate matter is an over
simplification. Pollutant particles co-exist within the air with other
pollutant gases, such as ozone, nitrogen dioxide and sulphur dioxide
and a complex cocktail of volatile organic carbon compounds. Many of
these gaseous and volatile components are toxic, but their relative
contribution to adverse health effects of the population are difficult to
dissect out using epidemiological methods because they are often each
highly correlated within the air. There is therefore an urgent need for
greater investment in comparative toxicology and mechanistic research
to clearly define the most harmful components of particulate pollution
attributable to their sources, disentangle the relative contribution of
gaseous and particulate components, establish adverse outcome path-
ways that link to specific outcomes to support causal inference and to
improve our understanding of differences in the sensitivity and vul-
nerability of individuals to air pollution.

Why the focus on oxidative stress? There is an increasing scien-
tific consensus that the capacity of inhaled PM and pollutants gases to
cause oxidative stress is a primary pathway leading to the observed
respiratory and cardiovascular responses seen in exposed populations
[28]. Ozone is a powerful oxidant and nitrogen dioxide is a free radical.
Airborne particles contain a range of components that are either direct
redox catalysts (Fe, Cu, Ni, quinones etc. [29]) or can be metabolised to
reactive electrophiles in vivo (PAHs). In addition, non-redox active
components can trigger inflammation (LPS) or activate kinase stress
pathways by inactivation of phosphatases (exemplified by Zn), even
interfere with mitochondrial function (as reviewed by Samet in the
current issue [30]) and molecules introduced into the lung on the
surface of particles can act as metal chelators, disrupting normal iron
homeostasis (Ghio's review article [31]).

Given the compositional complexity of the cocktail of pollutant
gases and particles we breathe, oxidative stress has often been framed
as an integrative biological pathway to help bridge the causal gap be-
tween cause (the initial molecular trigger) and effect (adverse health
outcome). Numerous purely chemical/abiotic [32], or in vitro models
[33] have been developed to provide an estimate of the capacity of
particles and gases to cause oxidative stress in vivo. Whilst these are
clearly over simplifications of the in vivo situation and have been sub-
ject to criticism, they have shown some useful read across to population
level health effects [34,35] and are now broadly accepted as a useful
adjunct to compositional information. They do not however substitute
for more detailed in vivo mechanistic research.

Both in vitro and in vivo research has shown the capacity of pollutant
particles and gases to induce redox sensitive pathways and transcription
factors [36] mediating responses from early protective adaptations, to
the induction of apoptosis. It has been posited that the early adaptive
responses mediated via AP-1 and NrF2 (upregulation of enzymes re-
lated the antioxidant defence, phase 1 and 2 xenobiotic metabolism and
metal homeostasis), together with enrichment of low molecular weight
and enzymatic antioxidants at the air-lung interface of the lung, pro-
vides the population with some tolerance against inhaled xenobiotics, a
fact supported by the evidence that genetic variation in antioxidant
genes tracks with increased susceptibility to adverse health effects
(reviewed by Fuertes et al. in the current issue [37]). This has led the
development of the hierarchical response model to explain the cellular
responses to pollutant-induced oxidative stress [38], with responses
transitioning from adaptation to inflammation and onward to cell
death, with an incrementally increased oxidative burden. It is a

simplistic model, as exemplified in Fig. 1, but useful in that it highlights
the importance of the endogenous antioxidant defences and the key role
of cellular redox in mediating adverse cellular responses. It also pro-
vides a useful framework to consider vulnerability factors within the
population, beyond underlying genetic variation, including age and
pre-existing disease. For example, the impacts of air pollution tend to be
most pronounced in the young and old, where the immune and anti-
oxidant systems are either not fully developed or undergoing age-re-
lated declines, and antioxidants defences are known to be depressed, or
dysregulated in chronic diseases [39,40].

The hierarchical response model presents particle-induced oxidative
stress itself as the initial triggering molecular event for the down stream
induction of inflammation and tissue injury, with the induced acute
inflammation presenting a secondary a source of reactive oxygens
species potentiating the initial injury to the airway epithelium and
vascular endothelium. However, there are alternative pathways
through which biological, or organic opponents of inhaled particles can
trigger inflammation, as exemplified by activation of Toll-like receptors
by bacterial or fungal antigens associated with the particle surface [41],
or the induction of Th17 signalling through activation of the aryl hy-
drocarbon receptor [42]. These pathways and the impact of air pollu-
tion on both innate and adaptive immunity are addressed in the review
by Glencross et al. [43]. A further limitation of the model is that it
focuses on acute responses to pollutant insults, as opposed the long-
term responses within tissues, which underlie a considerable burden of
air pollution related disease. There are relatively few very long-term in
vivo mechanistic studies in the literature, but it is likely that clues from
the ‘ageing’ literature may provide insights into how air pollution
contributes to increased vulnerability within the population and the
development and progression of chronic disease. The contribution of
‘accelerated ageing’ to the progressive loss of lung function from
smoking and the development of COPD is a theory that has gained
traction in recent years [44] and evidence supporting similar effects
related to long term ambient pollutant exposures have been published,
examining telomere length as a biomarker of systemic ageing [45]. In
this special issue the capacity of air pollution to cause age-related
changes in the skin is reviewed by Fussell et al. [46] and it is interesting
to speculate whether this represents a correlate to the accelerated aging
in other organ systems.

Within this special issue Feng et al. [19] also summarise the lit-
erature investigating the impact of air pollution on the gastrointestinal
tract and inflammatory bowel diseases. The gut was for a long term
ignored by the air pollution community, largely reflecting a pre-occu-
pation with the smaller particles fractions capable of reaching the lower
airways and gas exchange regions of the lung. Thus, larger particle
fractions transported away from the conducting airways via the mu-
cociliary elevator and subsequently swallowed were not a focus of re-
search. It was thought that their potential content of toxins and tox-
icants (metals, PAHs etc) would be negligible compared with dietary
intakes. This view is now being questioned and the review of Feng is
notable for its focus on the impact of air pollution both on the lipidome
and the microbiota of the gut, reflecting the emergence of new tech-
nological platforms to interrogate the complexity of pollutant, host and
commensal community interactions.

What's next: In reflecting on these articles, it is worth considering
that there is more atmospheric chemistry, measurement/modelling
science and epidemiology in this area, than fundamental mechanism-
based research. Reflecting a lack of investment in this area, questions
have remained unanswered for decades. There is still no consensus as to
what the most harmful components of PM are, in the absence of which
policy must focus on reducing all ambient mass, or regulating specific
sources, rather than selected components. We still assume that air
pollution on a unitary mass basis, is equally toxic everywhere and that
there is no safe level. The contemporaneous impacts and synergies
between gases, VOCs, compositional heterogeneous particles remain
largely unexplored from a toxicological perspective. There are still
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uncertainties regarding the mode of action of particles and pollutant
gases on the cardiovascular system. Whether the adverse effects ob-
served are driven by overspill of inflammatory mediators generated in
the lung into the systemic inflammation or mediated by ultrafine par-
ticles themselves. These knowledge gaps only continue to grow as air
pollution is linked to an ever-expanding list of diseases without a good
understanding of the causal pathways driving disease progression, or
the exacerbation of symptoms. It is not enough to simply say that air
pollution causes this diverse range of responses through oxidative stress
and inflammation, simply because these features are so fundamental to
all chronic diseases. A much more refined understanding of how par-
ticle induced ROS impact on adverse outcome pathways linked to dis-
crete disease endpoints (both short- and long-term) are required and
hopefully these articles will act as a call to arms to the free radical
biochemistry to engage their expertise in these pressing questions.

Conclusions: In April 2020, in the midst of the global COVID-19
epidemic, whilst the world counts the human costs of the loss of life
amongst the elderly, vulnerable and front-line care workers, a focus
issue on the health burden and fundamental science of air pollution
may somehow seem less important. Yet, it's salient to remember that air
pollution in its totality, both ambient and that associated with indoor
sources, still represents the single largest environmental risk to global
health. Once the current pandemic is past, all the environmental factors
that contributed to the global burden of non-communicable disease,
diabetes, cardiopulmonary disease will remain, the very factors that
have contributed the susceptibility of our aged population at the cur-
rent time.
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